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Rates of autism have increased in line with the vaccine schedule.
In the 1980s, autism was so rare it wasn’t even tracked.
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If autism rates continue unabated, by 2035 experts predict that:
1 in 2 children will be autistic
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In 1986, pharmaceutical companies received complete federal protection from vaccine
injury and death lawsuits. This spawned a huge increase in the childhood vaccine
schedule. Coincidence?!!
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Known neurotoxins in vaccines — including aluminum and mercury among others —
are linked to the same developmental and neurological delays as seen with Autism in
published scientific studies. These issues were seen even in tiny doses.
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Think the increase is because more doctors are recognizing it? Not according to a 2006
study from John Hopkins, which stated: only 8% of pediatricians routinely screened
for autism.
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Vaccines are highly profitable. Pharma is pushing mandatory vaccination laws —
please get involved!
*statistics taken form the CDC
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